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Abstract
In the paper, we consider solutions to the similarity transformation under different adjustment scenarios. We consider asymmetric
cases, i.e., random errors included either in a target system (Gauss–Markovmodel, themost common case) or in a source system and
a symmetric case when both systems are considered to be contaminated by random errors (Gauss–Helmert or errors-in-variables
model). The presented solutions are based on Procrustes approach and all cases use point-wise weighting scheme. The asymmetric
cases have closed-form solutions but the symmetric one, in the most general case considered herein, does not. In the latter case,
weight matrices for a source and target systems are combined into one equivalent weight matrix which depends on a scale factor.
This case is solved through a simple iterative process but there are some special instances which lead to closed-form solutions. The
paper discusses the behavior of transformation parameters (rotations, translations, and a scale) under different adjustment scenarios.

Keywords Procrustes analysis . Polar decomposition . Similarity transformation . Rotationmatrix

Introduction

Similarity transformation known also as Helmert transforma-
tion or 7-parameter transformation (4 parameters in 2D) is
among the most frequently used operation in geodesy, survey-
ing, photogrammetry, and GIS. Coordinates of source and tar-
get systems are related by a single-scale factor, three rotation
angles (one rotation angle in 2D), and three translations (two
translations in 2D). Usually, the problem of finding transforma-
tion parameters, in the least squares sense, is carried out by
means of linearization and iterative refinement of successive
approximations. In some instances, this nonlinear problem
may be simplified and solved as a linear one (at least within
the Gauss–Markov framework), e.g., 2D case when it may be
solved through a simple substitution or 3D case (Bursa–Wolf or
Molodensky–Badekas transformations) when it is simplified by
the use of small rotation angles and assumption on a scale factor
not much different from unity (Deakin 2006; Li et al. 2012). In
this contribution, we use the Procrustes approach to solve for

similarity transformation parameters in the least squares frame-
work under Gauss–Markov and Gauss–Helmert (errors-in-var-
iables) models. The Procrustes analysis matches one configu-
ration of points to another configuration by using only a central
(isotropic) dilation (a scale factor), rotations, and translations,
i.e., the same operations as in its geodetic counterpart. The term
Procrustes analysis itself first appeared in the paper by Hurley
and Cattell (1962). To the best of the author’s knowledge, the
first closed-form solution to the “similarity transformation”
comes from Procrustean framework, from the field of
Psychometrics (Schönemann 1966; Schönemann and Carroll
1970). The problem was solved as a matrix fitting algorithm
(unweighted case) using the multivariate least squares frame-
work under the Gauss–Markov model. The Procrustes analysis
becomes more and more popular within the geodetic
community due to Crosilla (2003) and Awange and
Grafarend (2005). This contribution gives a complete solution
for the similarity transformation parameters accessible within
the Procrustean framework with a row-wise weighting scheme,
i.e., all possibilities of error-contamination. In asymmetric
cases, the error-contamination concerns either a source system
or a target system, on the other hand, in symmetric case, both
systems are considered to be the subject of random errors.
Within asymmetric cases framework, the most often approach
assumes a target system to be the source of random errors (Soler
1998; Shen et al. 2006; Sjöberg 2013). On the other hand, a less
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crowded path is to consider a source system to be erroneous.
This instance is demonstrated in Li et al. (2013a) for the affine
transformation model. Here, we also cover this case for the
similarity transformation. The most general model, i.e., sym-
metric one, the term attributed to Teunissen (1988), solved in
least squares framework and very often called a total least
squares solution due to Golub and van Loan (1980) has been
attracting attention for the last decades in the geodetic commu-
nity. The model and its solution has been applied to geodetic
problems (mainly coordinate transformations) under different
assumptions by Teunissen (1988), Schaffrin and Wieser
(2008), Schaffrin and Felus (2008a, 2008b), Mercan et al.
(2018), Chang (2016), Neitzel (2010), and Li et al. (2013b) to
mention only a few. Interesting studies on error analysis in the
similarity transformation may be found in Chang et al. (2017a,
2017b). Procrustes-based approach presented herein yields at-
tractive closed-form solutions in asymmetric cases and in cer-
tain instances of symmetric one. The derived algorithms use a
modification to ensure the resulting orthogonal matrix to be a
rotation one. This modification is adapted from Markley
(1988), see also Umeyama (1991) and Sjöberg (2013) or for a
broader exposition of the problem Myronenko and Song
(2009).Markley andMortari (1999) present a review of rotation
matrix recovery algorithms inWahba’s problem (Wahba 1965)
or equivalently in orthogonal Procrustes problem (Schönemann
1966) with constraint on resulting orthogonal matrix to have
determinant equal to unity (a rotation matrix not a reflection
one). The solution for the symmetric case does not require
linearization but it does require iteration. In the derivation pro-
cess, the weight matrices in source and target systems are com-
bined into one equivalent weight matrix—dependent on a scale
factor (unfortunately). There are some special cases when it has
closed-form solution. It also extends the discussion on the be-
havior of a rotationmatrix under different adjustment scenarios.

Asymmetric cases

The first, as far as the author’s knowledge goes, closed-form
solution of Helmert’s transformation parameters in unweighted
case was presented by Schönemann and Carroll (1970) in the
field of Psychometrics (the reason it remained unknown to geo-
detic society for some time). Here, we present a point-wise
weighted solution of the Helmert’s transformation parameters
when random errors are included either in a target system (1a)
or in a source system (1b):

P� EP ¼ sQR þ utT ð1aÞ
P ¼ s Q−EQ

� �
R þ utT ð1bÞ

where P is a matrix of coordinates in a target system
(m × 2 or m × 3), Q is a matrix of coordinates in a
source system (m × 2 or m × 3), EP and EQ are matrices

of disturbances (m × 2 or m × 3), R is a proper orthog-
onal matrix (2 × 2 or 3 × 3), i.e., RTR = RRT = I and
det(R) = 1, t is a translation vector (2 × 1 or 3 × 1), s
is a scale factor (scalar), u is a vector of ones (m × 1),
m is the number of corresponding points for both
systems.

Error-affected P (target system) model

In this section, a target system is considered to be contaminat-
ed with random errors (the most usual case used in geodetic/
surveying practice). As a loss function, a squared weighted
Frobenius norm is used, i.e.:

WP EPk k2F ¼ tr ET
PWPEP

� � ð2Þ

where WP (m ×m) is a point-wise weight matrix (a positive-
definite matrix).

Inserting EP, obtained from (1a), into (2) one obtains:

tr P − sQR − utT
� �TWP P − sQR − utT

� �� �¼
¼ tr PTWPP − sPTWPQR − PTWPut

T − sRTQTWPP þ s2RTQTWPQR þ
þ sRTQTWPut

T − tuTWPP þ stuTWPQR þ tuTWPut
T

� �

ð3Þ

Using properties of trace operator and taking into account
thatRTR =RRT = I, the above relationmay be rewritten in the
following, simpler form:

tr ET
PWPEP

� �¼
¼ tr PTWPP − 2sPTWPQR − 2PTWPut

T þ 2sRTQTWPut
T þ s2QTWPQþ αttT

� �
ð4Þ

where α = uTWPu; which is minimized subject to the con-
straints

RRT ¼ I; Rj j ¼ 1 ð5Þ
By combining (4) with (5) in a Lagrange function, one

obtains the following expression:

ℓ R; t; sð Þ ¼ tr PTWPP−2sPTWPQR−2PTWPut
T þ 2sRTQTWPut

T þ s2QTWPQþαttT
� �þ

þtr 2Λ RRT−I
� �� �þ 2λ Rj j � 1ð Þ

ð6Þ
whereΛ and λ are Lagrangemultipliers, a matrix and a scalar,
respectively.

Taking partial derivatives of (6) with respect to the trans-
formation parameters R, t, s and equating them to zero the
following formulas emerge (suitable expressions for deriva-
tives of traces and determinants may be found in, e.g.,
Petersen and Pedersen 2012):

∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂R

¼ −2sQTWPPþ 2sQTWPut
T þ 2 ΛTþΛ

� �
Rþ2λ Rj jR ¼ 0 ð7aÞ

∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂t

¼ 2αt−2PTWPuþ2sRTQTWPu¼0 ð7bÞ
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∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂s

¼ tr −2PTWPQRþ2RTQTWPut
Tþ2sQTWPQ

� �¼0 ð7cÞ

Equation (7a) gives:

sQTWPP¼sQTWPut
TþSR þ λR ð8Þ

where S = (ΛT +Λ) is a symmetric matrix and det(R) was set
to unity in (7a).

Eq. (7b) yields:

t ¼ PTWPu − sRTQTWPu
α

¼ P − sQRð ÞTWPu
α

ð9Þ

Inserting (9) to (7c) and rearranging terms, the scale factor
may be expressed as:

s ¼
tr RTQTWP I −

uuTWP

α

� �
P

� �

tr QTWP I −
uuTWP

α

� �
Q

� � ð10Þ

By inserting expression for t into (8), the following formula
emerges:

sQTWP I−
1

α
uuTWP

� �
P¼ SþλI−

s2QTWPuuTWPQ
α

� �
R¼MR

ð11Þ
where the right hand side of (11) may be perceived as a polar

decomposition of sQTWP I − 1
α uu

TWP
� �

P. This formula in-
cludes unknown scale factor s (in fact on both sides) but this does
not pose a problem since uniform scaling does not change the
orthogonal polar factor R (e.g., Gander 1989, 1990); hence, it is
enough to find the orthogonal polar factor (restricted to det(R) =
1) of QTWP I − 1

α uu
TWP

� �
P in order to obtain the solution.

The polar decomposition of a matrix may be obtained, e.g., by
means of singular value decomposition (SVD) which is in fact
the basic tool in errors-in-variables literature. A firm review of
the polar decomposition algorithms and its properties may be
found in, e.g., Gander (1989, 1990), Markley and Mortari
(1999), Higham (1986), and Shoemake and Duff (1992). A con-
tribution by Higham and Noferini (2015) is especially interesting
in this respect because it is dedicated to computing polar decom-
position of 3 × 3matrices (in references therein onemay also find
an effective algorithm for 2 × 2 matrices). Below, we summarize
the derivation in a step-by-step computational algorithm.

Algorithm I
Weighted solution of Helmert transformation parameters

in error-affected target system model

1. Prepare coordinate matrices P,Q, and a weight matrix for
a target system WP

2. Compute the weighted centering matrix C =WP −
WPuu

TWP/α, where α = uTWPu and uT = [1 1 … 1]
3. Compute singular value decomposition (SVD) of

QTCP=UΣVT and restore the rotation matrix as R =

Udiag[1 1 det(U)det(V)]VT see, e.g., Markley (1988),
Umeyama (1991)

4. Compute the scale factor as s ¼ tr RTQTCPð Þ
tr QTCQð Þ

5. Compute the translation vector t¼ P − sQRð ÞTWPu
α

For WP = I, one obtains the solution presented in
Schönemann and Carroll (1970).

Error-affected Q (source system) model

A corresponding derivation for the error-affected source sys-
tem (Q) model will be presented in a similar manner. The
general form of the cost function reads:

WQ EQ
�� ��2

F ¼ tr ET
QWQEQ

	 

ð12Þ

and takes the explicit form (after inserting the expression for
EQ obtained from (1b) and some manipulations):

tr Qþ 1

s
utTRT−

1

s
PRT

� �T

WQ Qþ 1

s
utTRT−

1

s
PRT

� �" #
¼

¼ tr
QTWQQþ 1

s
QTWQut

TRT−
1

s
QTWQPR

T þ 1

s
RtuTWQQþ 1

s2
RtuTWQut

TRT−

−
1

s2
RtuTWQPR

T−
1

s
RPTWQQ−

1

s2
RPTWQut

TRTþ 1

s2
RPTWQPR

T

0
B@

1
CA

ð13Þ
where WQ (m ×m) is a point-wise weight matrix. The above
expressionmay be rewritten in a form (by using properties of a
trace operator and taking into account RTR =RRT = I):

tr ET
QWQEQ

	 

¼

¼ tr QTWQQþ2
1

s
QTWQut

TRT−2
1

s
QTWQPR

T þ α
1

s2
ttT−2

1

s2
tuTWQPþ 1

s2
PTWQP

� �

ð14Þ
where α = uTWQu.

The optimization process is subject to the same constraints
as in the previously considered problem; namely;

RRT ¼ I; Rj j ¼ 1 ð15Þ

Combining (14) and (15) Lagrangian reads:

ℓ R; t; sð Þ ¼
¼ tr QTWQQþ2

1

s
QTWQut

TRT−2
1

s
QTWQPR

T þ α
1

s2
ttT−2

1

s2
tuTWQPþ 1

s2
PTWQP

� �
þ

þtr 2Λ RRT−I
� �� �þ 2λ Rj j � 1ð Þ

ð16Þ
where Λ and λ are Lagrange multipliers.

Taking partial derivatives with respect toR, t, s, and equat-
ing them to zero one obtains the following formulas:

∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂R

¼ −2
1

s
QTWQPþ 2

1

s
QTWQut

T þ 2 ΛTþΛ
� �

Rþ2λ Rj jR ¼ 0

ð17Þ
∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ

∂t
¼ 2

1

s
RTQTWQuþ2α

1

s2
t−2

1

s2
PTWQu¼0 ð18Þ
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∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂s

¼

¼ tr �2
1

s2
RTQTWQut

Tþ2
1

s2
QTWQPR

T−α
2

s3
ttT þ 4

s3
tuTWQP−

2

s3
PTWQP

� �
¼0

ð19Þ

Equation (17) gives:

1

s
QTWQP ¼ 1

s
QTWQut

T þ SR þ λR ð20Þ

where S = (ΛT +Λ) is a symmetric matrix and |R| is set to
unity in (17).

Equation (18) yields:

t ¼ PTWQu−sRTQTWQu

α
¼ P−sQRð ÞTWQu

α
ð21Þ

Inserting (21) into (19) and rearranging terms the scale
factor may be expressed as:

s ¼
tr PTWQ I−

1

α
uuTWQ

� �
P

� �

tr QTWQ I−
1

α
uuTWQ

� �
PRT

� � ð22Þ

By inserting expression for t into (20) the following rela-
tion emerges:

1

s
QTWQ I−

1

α
uuTWQ

� �
P¼MR ð23Þ

where the right hand side of (23) is again a polar decomposi-

tion of 1
s Q

TWQ I− 1
α uu

TWQ
� �

P. Previously, this formula in-
cludes unknown scale factor s but uniform scaling does not
affect the orthogonal polar factorR (e.g., Gander 1989, 1990);
hence, it is enough to find the orthogonal polar factor (rotation

matrix) of QTWQ I− 1
α uu

TWQ
� �

P.
Algorithm II
Weighted solution of Helmert transformation parameters

in error-affected source system model

1. Prepare coordinate matrices P,Q, and a weight matrix for
a source system WQ

2. Compute the weighted centering matrix C =WQ −
WQuu

TWQ/α, where α = uTWQu and uT = [1 1 … 1]
3. Compute singular value decomposition (SVD) of

QTCP=UΣVT and restore the rotation matrix as R =
Udiag[1 1 det(U)det(V)]VT

4. Compute the scale factor as s ¼ tr PTCPð Þ
tr RTQTCPð Þ

5. Compute the translation vector t ¼ P−sQRð ÞTWQu
α

Symmetric case

Error-affected Q (source system) and P (target
system) model

Now, a solution for Helmert transformation parameters under
errors-in-variablesmodel will be considered in a Procrustean
framework. The functional relationship may be expressed as:

P−EP ¼ s Q−EQ
� �

Rþ utT ð24Þ

In this optimization problem, we seek transformation pa-
rametersR, t, and s that minimize the following cost function:

Φ EP;EQ;Λ
� � ¼ tr ET

PWPEPþET
QWQEQ

	 

ð25Þ

subject to (24).
where WP and WQ are positive-definite weight matrices

that weigh points (point-wise weighting schema) in a target
and in a source system, respectively.

Combination of these two expressions gives the Lagrange
function of the form:

ℓ EP;EQ;Λ
� �¼tr ET

PWPEPþET
QWQEQþ2ΛT P−EP−sQRþsEQR−utT

� �h i
ð26Þ

where Λ is a Lagrange multipliers matrix.
Partial derivatives of (26) with respect to disturbance ma-

trices EP and EQ read:

∂ℓ EP;EQ;Λ
� �

∂EP
¼2WPEP −2Λ¼ 0→EP ¼W−1

P Λ ð27Þ

∂ℓ EP;EQ;Λ
� �

∂EQ
¼ 2WQEQ þ2sΛRT¼ 0→EQ ¼ −sW−1

Q ΛRT

ð28Þ
Substituting these results into (24) and using the orthogo-

nality relation RTR =RRT = I, one obtains:

P −W−1
P Λ ¼ sQRþs2W−1

Q Λþ utT ð29Þ

and this further gives the expression for Λ:

Λ¼ W−1
P þs2W−1

Q

	 
−1
ðP−sQR−utT Þ ¼ WP Iþs2W−1

Q WP

	 
−1
P−sQR−utT
� �

ð30Þ

Plugging (27), (28), and then (30) into (25), one obtains the
cost function expressed explicitly as a function of transforma-
tion parameters R, t, s:

Φ EP;EQ;Λ
� � ¼ tr ΛTW−1

P Λþs2RΛTW−1
Q ΛRT

h i
¼ tr ΛT W−1

P þs2W−1
Q

	 

Λ

h i
¼

¼ tr P−sQR−utT
� �T

W sð Þ P−sQR−utT
� �h i

¼ Φ R; t; sð Þ

ð31Þ
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where W sð Þ ¼ W−1
P þ s2W−1

Q

	 
−1
will be called an equiva-

lent weight matrix.
Combining the final form of the loss function (31) with the

orthogonality constraint RRT =RTR = I and |R| = 1, we ob-
tain the Lagrange function to be optimized with respect to
the transformation parameters:

L R; t; sð Þ ¼ tr P−sQR−utT
� �T

W sð Þ P−sQR−utT
� �h i

þ tr2ΛR RRT−I
� �þ2λ Rj j−1ð Þ ð32Þ

where ΛR and λ are Lagrange multipliers.
Expanding the expression under the first trace operator and

using its properties, we obtain the following formula:

L R; t; sð Þ
¼ tr PTW sð ÞP−2sPTW sð ÞQR−2PTW sð ÞutT þ 2sRTQTW sð ÞutT þ s2QTW sð ÞQþ αttT

� �þ
þtr2ΛR RRT−I

� �þ2λ Rj j−1ð Þ

ð33Þ
where α = uTW(s)u

Partial derivatives with respect to the transformation pa-
rameters R, t, and s are given respectively:

∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂R

¼ −2sQTW sð ÞPþ 2sQTW sð ÞutT

þ 2 ΛT
RþΛR

� �
R þ 2λ Rj jR¼0 ð34Þ

∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ
∂t

¼ 2αt−2PTW sð Þuþ 2sRTQTW sð Þu ¼ 0 ð35Þ
∂ℓ R; t; sð Þ

∂s
¼ tr PTW

0
sð ÞP

h i
−2tr PTW sð ÞQR þ sPTW

0
sð ÞQR

h i
−2tr PTW

0
sð ÞutT

h i
þ

þ2tr RTQTW sð ÞutTþsRTQTW
0
sð ÞuT

h i
þtr 2sQTW sð ÞQþs2QTW

0
sð ÞQ

h i
þtr uTW

0
sð ÞuttT

h i
¼ 0

ð36Þ
From (34) we have:

sQTW sð ÞP ¼ sQTW sð ÞutT þ SR þ λR ð37Þ

where S ¼ ΛT
RþΛR

� �
is a symmetric matrix and |R| in (34)

was set to unity
and from (40), expression for t may be given by:

t ¼ PTW sð Þu−sRTQTW sð Þu
α

¼ P−sQRð ÞTW sð Þu
α

ð38Þ
By inserting the above expression for t into (42) we obtain:

sQTW sð Þ I−
1

α
uuTW sð Þ

� �
P¼ SþλI� s2QTW sð ÞuuTW sð ÞQ

α

� �
R¼MR

ð39Þ

As in all previous cases, the solution for a rotation matrix
has a form of the polar decomposition of

sQTW sð Þ I− 1
α uu

TW sð Þ� �
P. This expression, in fact, is de-

pendent on scale factor as a multiplier and through the equiv-
alent weight matrix being a function of scale factor too.
Relying on the property of the polar decomposition that the
uniform scaling does not affect the orthogonal polar factor R,

the left hand side of (39) may be reduced to

QTW sð Þ I− 1
α uu

TW sð Þ� �
P. This expression is still dependent

on the unknown scale factor s, thus the entire solution for
transformation parameters will require an iterative approach.

An expression for a scale factor is obtained by
collecting and rearranging terms in (36) what gives a
quadratic equation:

as2 þ bsþ c¼0 ð40Þ
where

a¼tr QTW
0
sð ÞQ

h i
ð41Þ

b¼2tr RTQTW
0
sð ÞutT

h i
þ2tr QTW sð ÞQ� �

−2tr PTW
0
sð ÞQR

h i
ð42Þ

c¼tr PTW
0
sð ÞP

h i
−2tr PTW sð ÞQR

� �
−2tr PTW

0
sð ÞutT

h i
þ2tr RTQTW sð ÞutT� �þtr uTW

0
sð ÞuttT

h i ð43Þ

where W
0
sð Þ ¼ −2s W−1

P þs2W−1
Q

	 
−1
W−1

Q W−1
P þs2W−1

Q

	 
−1

Dependence of the equivalent weight matrix W(s) on the
scale factor makes the solution a bit troublesome but fortu-
nately, it does not require linearization but only iteration.
Hence, the above formulas may be summarized and cast into
the following iterative scheme.

Algorithm III
Weighted solution of Helmert transformation parameters

for the symmetric case

1. Prepare coordinate matrices P, Q, and weight matrices
WP and WQ

2. Find an approximate solution for R, t, and s using, e.g.,
Algorithm I

3. Update s by solving (40)
4. Compute the weighted centering matrix C =W(s) −

W(s)uuTW(s)/α, where α = uTW(s)u and u = [1 1 … 1]
5. Compute SVD of QTCP=UΣVT and restore the rotation

matrixR =Udiag[1 1 det(U)det(V)]VT or use any suitable
algorithm restoring the orthogonal polar factor in the polar
decomposition

6. Compute the translation vector t ¼ P−sQRð ÞTW sð Þu
α

7. Return to step 3 and iterate until stopping criteria are met

It is easily verifiable that in case ofWP =WQ =W (equally
weighted points in both systems, not necessarily W = I) the
equivalent weight matrix takes the form:

W sð Þ ¼ W−1þs2W−1� �−1¼ 1þs2
� �

W−1� �−1¼ 1

1þ s2
W

ð44Þ
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what gives the objective function, counterpart of (31), of the
form:

Φ R; t; sð Þ ¼ 1

1þ s2
tr P−sQR−utT

� �T
W P−sQR−utT

� �h i
ð45Þ

If the weight matrixW is taken to be a scalar multiple of an
identity matrix (particular case of 44) i.e., W = kI, then the
cost function is given by:

Φ R; t; sð Þ ¼ k
1þ s2

tr P−sQR−utT
� �T

P−sQR−utT
� �Th i

ð46Þ

The latter expression, being a particular case of (31) or
(45), gives the same loss function as given in Chang (2015)
but in a more compact and comfortable matrix form.

Also, in case ofWP¼ 1
kP
W,WQ¼ 1

kQ
W, i.e., scalar multiples

of the same weight matrix W (compare Chang 2016) the
equivalent weight matrix takes the form:

W sð Þ ¼ kPW−1þs2kQW−1� �−1¼ kPþs2kQ
� �

W−1� �−1¼ 1

kPþs2kQ
W

ð47Þ
and the loss function will be given as:

Φ R; t; sð Þ ¼ 1

kPþs2kQ
tr P−sQR−utT

� �T
W P−sQR−utT

� �h i
ð48Þ

IfW is taken as a diagonal matrix, the loss function (48) is
equivalent to the one presented in Chang (2016). Hence, the
solution proposed here absorbs solutions presented by Chang
(2015, 2016).

Discussion

Comparing final formulas for the transformation parameters
(rotation, translation, and scale) in the asymmetric cases con-
sidered here, we notice that, in general, the two adjustment
scenarios produce different results. IfWP ≠WQ, then all trans-
formation parameters for both cases are different (compare
formulas (9, 10, 11) to their counterparts (21, 22, 23)). On
the other hand, if WP =WQ =W (not necessarily W = I) we
obtain the same rotation parameter R (a rotation matrix) for
these two cases but scale factors s and translations t (scale-
dependent) are different. It is easy to notice that this weighting
scheme leads to the full equivalence when s = 1 (a rigid body
transformation—a particular case of the similarity transforma-
tion) then all transformation parameters R, s, and t in the
asymmetric cases would be the same. In the most general case,

ifWP ≠WQ, the solution for transformation parameters in the
symmetric case leads to an iterative procedure (without line-
arization) due to the nonlinear involvement of a scale factor in
the equivalent weight matrix. In this instance, it is hard to infer
anything about similarities or dissimilarities to the previously
mentioned asymmetric cases, but there are instances when the
solution may be presented in a closed-form, i.e., when a scale
factor may be unraveled from the equivalent weight matrix.
Among these cases, we may list, e.g., WP =WQ =W; WP =
WQ = kI; WP¼ 1

kP
W, WQ¼ 1

kQ
W, . In all these cases, the cost

function of type (3) is multiplied by some scalar function
involving the scale factor and the equivalent weight matrix
is independent of the scale factor. Hence, in these cases, one
may expect the equivalence for the rotation parameter be-
tween symmetric (Gauss–Helmert) and asymmetric cases
(Gauss–Markov) under the condition of the same weight ma-
trix W. The same cannot be stated about a scale factor and
translation parameter. Moreover, considering the same
weighting scheme, i.e., equal weight matrices for both sys-
tems, then in the symmetric case, we will obtain the same
rotation and translation parameters as in asymmetric cases
for a rigid-body transformation, i.e., when s = 1.

Conclusions

We have presented closed-form and iterative solutions to the
similarity transformation under various adjustment scenarios.
In general, closed-form expressions, besides their elegance,
may potentially give better understanding of how different
factors affect the final solution. They may also serve as a
reference for testing iterative methods that may turn out to
be more efficient, e.g., with respect to time of execution. In
this study, we have considered asymmetric cases when only
one system is subject to random errors (Gauss–Markov mod-
el) and the symmetric case when both systems are contami-
nated by random errors (Gauss–Helmert model). To solve the
stated problems, we employed multivariate Procrustes ap-
proach with point-wise weighting scheme (e.g., positional er-
rors may be used to obtain weight matrices). The presented
solutions are general and may be applied to both 2D and 3D
similarity transformations without modifications. Both con-
sidered asymmetric cases lead to closed-form solutions, the
symmetric one, in general, does not. The most general sym-
metric case considered in the paper is solved through a simple
iterative procedure but there are also special instances when it
has closed-form solutions. The presented solutions if not sat-
isfactory due to the use of special weighting may be used as an
initial estimate for more general weighting schemes. Step-by-
step algorithms have been given for the ease of implementa-
tion. Although all derivations for restoring a rotation parame-
ter are presented in the polar decomposition form, to obtain
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the latter mentioned, another factorization has been used, i.e.,
singular value decomposition.
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